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We may thus consider <£ — 0 as a rational and irresoluble equa-
tion of degree n. More-over we shall assume that <j> is a one-valued
function, and that it contains no factor, which is independent of p ;
such a factor, if it were, retained and equated to zero, would satisfy
the equation, but would not involve the differential coefficient.
If in any case these factors occurred, we should suppose them
removed.
24. The considerations adduced in the Introduction furnish
the inference that, if x and y be the coordinates of a point in
a plane, the differential equation determines a system of curves
in. that plane, which depend upon a single independent variable
parameter; and as the differential equation determines at any
point a direction through that point, there will bo n directions,
given by the values of p there, and therefore n curves will pass
through any point in the plane. To represent this system alge-
braically we need an equation of the form
which is rational and algebraical and the constants in which are
also rational and algebraical; but as only a single; independent
parameter is needed, there will bit among those m constants w, ~~ 1
algebraical relations. Further this function / will be one- valued ;
and any factor, involving ,?: and // (or either of them) but none of
the constants, would bo rejeeted. for the, same reason as loci to 'the
rejection of similar factors from the differential equation. As the
differential equation cannot, be. resolved into simpler equations
of a lower degree, the algebraical equation is not ho resoluble; if it
wore, to each algebraical equation of lower degree there would be
a corresponding differ* mtia! equation of lower degree—a result
excluded by hypothesis. And the reason that m constants con-
nocted. by m-~l relations arc* hinorU'd instead of a single constant/
ib this; tht» (jquafion in the latter cast-? would bo the name as
that derived from the former with all the. constants eliminated.
except one, and as thin elimination would iwttally imply operations-*
(Huch as squaring, &<.:.:• which introduce iujtuiticniH other than that
wanted, the result would, be that the final equation Vould represent
more than the single.* equation desired, For example, suppose that
by any process an integral Is obtained in the* form
[a? 4- y* — a (w c<>8 a + ;/ sin a) j * = a* (w* -f* #*),

